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I. INTRODUCTION '.

During a visit to Ethiopia in March 1969 by Mr, J.W. Wright of the Director

ate of Overseas Surveys (DOS), he was asked by officials of the (then) Imperial
Ethiopian.Government's Mapping and Geography Institute (MGl) if it was possible

for DOS to assist them with the mapping of an area south of Addis Ababa at a scale

of 1/50,000 which would be used as an aid to development of the area. A subse

quent visit in March 1970 by Mr, A.G. Dalgleish of the Directorate resulted in a

formal request for the mapping assistance. Ato Mekbib Mammo was nominated by the

Ethiopian Ministry of Land Reform and Administration as the Ethiopian project co-

manager and Mr. R.F, Bordley of DOS was nominated as the British project co-

manager. After the details of the project had been discussed and agreed, the

project agreement was signed in Addis Ababa in December 1970 by the Ethiopian

Minister of Land Reform and Administration and the British Ambassador.

The project is interesting in so far as it departs from past DOS procedure.

This paper describes the articles of the agreement and the difference between the

procedures .adopted by DOS in the past and those adopted in this agreement. A

brief summary of the progress of the project is included.

* "Mr. R-. F. Bordley BSc.f ARICS, Project .Co-Manager, Directorate of Overseas

Surveys, United Kingdom.
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II. THE PROJECT AGREEMENT

The project agreement consists of nine articles:

Article I defined the area to be mapped comprising 67>9OO sq, km.

Article II defined the scale and mapping specification. The scale would be
1/50,000 and the number of maps would total 88. The mapping speci

fication would be based on the DOS East African Specification, sub^
' ject to modification depending on conditions special to Ethiopia.

Article III described the project as a joint undertaking of■ the Ethiopian and ,
British Governments; each agency, MGI and DOS, to appoint a project
manager who would act - as co-managers and be jointly responsible for

the execution of the project*

Article IV defined the project components as:

(a) Provision of ground control;

(b) Aerial photography;

(c) Aero triangulation; .

(d) Photqgrammetric plotting and compilation;

'.'■'.. (e) Field completion of completed sheets for reproduction;.

1 ,. ■ ' ' (f) Printing and publication of final sheets.

Article V

Article VI

indicated the starting date of the project as spring 1971 and its

duration as five years, ■ ■. /,.-,

described the execution and administration of the project -

(a) Provision of ground control ■

It ,was agreed that the bulk of the field- survey would be

carried out by DOS surveyors in Ethiopia; Ethiopian technician

surveyors would be attached to the DOS survey party to gain

experience and assist in-carrying out theproject. It was

agreed that the operating cost of the DOS surveyors would be
borne by the British Government and office accommodation' would

be provided 'by t.b.e Ethiopian Government; the Ethiopian survey

ors would be equipped and maintained by the Ethiopian govern

ment >

(b) Aerial photography

The Ethiopian Government promised to make available all

existing photography; the cost of any new photography^w.^ujd be

borne by DOS- : . . ■ . , \ ?'.' ; "
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(c) Aerial-

X It was proposed to sub-divide the project area into small
er blocks; aero triangulation observations would be carried

„ ' out by both DOS and MGI on these sub-tUvisions of the main
4 block. All observations would be processed on a computer in

; Britain using programmes prepared by BOS. ' . ■

(d) ' Photofrrammetric plotting and map compilation

The project co- managers were tc allocate photogrammetric
_ plotting and map compilation to both DOS and MGI with the m-
O ' tention of making maximum use of the plotting machines and

-■■'■ staff Qf MJI# The Ethiopian and British Governments would

Q . meet the full cost of the work carried out. hy their respective
agencies, DOS would second to MGI an experienced photogram-

metris-t who would supervise the plotting carried out by MGx.

,. .... _:_ (e) Field corrpip+inn of manuscript sheets

■\ ' . - This stage of the project would necessarily be carried1 ■
out in Ethiopia by MGI surveyors with some supervision by the"

1 DOS survey party. '

'" ' ' (f) Preparation of completed sheets for reproduction

Completed sheets were to be allocated to both DOS and MGI
for scribing and preparation for production. During the per

iod of the project, MGI would release two of its employees
every year to DOS in Tolworth, England, for.practical training,

in cartographic techniques. DOS would second to MGI a senior

cartographer to supervise the preparation of- the x/50,000

- • sheets at MGI.

(g) Printing and publication

MGI would print all the maps on their own presses in

Ethiopia/ " " •

The refining Articles VII, VIII andIX covered matters concerned with re
porting procedures, exemption from customs duties and mutual termination of the.,

project- ■

III. THE JOINT RESPONSIBILITY OF THE ETHIOPIAN AND BRITISH GOVERNMENTS ■
FOR THE PROJECT ■ -

-The Ethiopia-Great Britain mapping agreement is unusual, as far as DOS is

concerned, for the following reasons:

(a) It is the first survey and mapping project revested by a non-Common

wealth country. ■ ■■ ■' ■■ • - '■■
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(b) Both the Ethiopian and British survey organizations participate in all
stages of the work, so that map production proceeds simultaneously in Eth-

■ iopia and Great Britain. " ~ '"

(c) There are counterpart, technical staff at senior levels in the survey >o
and mapping phases of the project and there is provision for training of

Ethiopian staff. °-

(d) The project is of limited duration and covers a specific task.

■Before the signing of this"project agreement, DOS had been involved.in the
production of l/50,000 mapping in many parts of the Commonwealth. In no previous

case has the work undertaken been defined in such detail for a specific agree-
ment. The ground control was usually supplied by DOS surveyors, and all the pho-
togrammetric observations and mapping were undertaken in DOS. The contribution
by the survey organization of"the country in which the survey was carried out was

limited-to a small financial.'charge and field completion, of the manascnpt map

before final compilation and publication.

The emphasis in the Ethiopia-Great Britain mapping.agreement is on co-opera

tion at all Btages of the project with joint responsibility for the finished pro
duct. This involves the recipient country in the decision-making process. As
a result, the Ethiopian Ministry of Land Reform and Administration will have a

cadre of staff with practical experience in field survey and production line map

ping techniques. ■* ■ - •■ -*■ * ■ . ' - "■-'■

' , ■ ■ ■ iv. THE PROGRESS OP THE PROJECT . -

The 'provision of ground control,

The'-firsi member, of the DOS survey party arrived in Addis Ababa from Kenya by
road in March 1971 bringing with him the survey equipment and transport; the Bn-

tich project co-manager arrived in April 1971 and the survey party achieved its

full strength of three professionally qualified surveyors by September 1971-

In addition to the British surveyors, three Ethiopian.technician surveyors

have been attached to the project. They were supplied with transport and equip
ment by the Ethiopian Government. An.Ethiopian senior surveyor has attended an

Army Survey Course at the School of Military Survey in Britain.^ ^

Provision of ground control started in .May 1971, and, by mid-June 1972 suf
ficient first, second and third order control: had been established for 20 of the
88 map sheets comprising the project. Some'of this control included the south
ernmost points of the Blue Nile Easin survey carried out in 1957-61 by the Uni
ted^ States Coast and Geodetic Survey. ..New aerial photography became available
in the northern part of the project area in April 1972 and 8 map sheets were
fully controlled in height and plan by June 1972 using this photography.

Aerial photography . - ,.;v. ■ .:r< «,_....,

It was decided to fly new photography over the project area as the most re

cent existing photography dated from 1967. The northern half of the area was
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flown in the period November 1971 to January 1972. This was financed by funds
provided by the British Government and was flown under contract by a private
British air survey company. A further.flying contract will be arranged in late

1972 to complete the cover of the area.

Photogrammetric aerial triangulation

A senior British photogrammetrist is currently seconded to the Ethiopian
Survey Department and is working on the project with his Ethiopian counterparts.
The work is still in its preliminary stages and aerial triangulation should
start very soon. Photogrammetric plotting is due to begin towards the. end of

the year.

O
Map compilation

A senior British cartographer joined the project in January 1972. Although
map compilation has not yet begun much work has been done on modifying the DOS
East African Specification to suit Ethiopian conditions. The specification for
mapping should be completed shortly. Two Ethiopian cartographers have undergone

training with DOS in Britain.

V. CONCLUSION

The project is still in its early stages and, until the maps are published,
it cannot be said that the project is a success. At the time of writing, it is
expected that the first map should be published at the end of this year, and
thereafter map sheets wiU be produced regularly until completion of the project

The project stands or falls on the co-operation at working level between

the British staff and their Ethiopian counterparts. On the basis of the work
produced so far, it can be said that the project will reach a successful conclu

sion.


